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Abstract: This chapter presents a logic for the retrieval of multimedia informa-
tion, whose ultimate goal is to model retrieval as an uncertain logical inference,
in accordance to the logic-based view of retrieval. The logic being presented is
the product of a number of extensions to a Description Logic, which constitutes
the kernel of our model. Each extension is meant to capture an important as-
pect of the retrieval endeavour that is not adequately dealt with by the kernel
logic. The extensions are: a 4-valued semantics, aiming at capturing relevance
in retrieval; closure assertions, aiming at allowing closed-world reading of selec-
tively specified parts of a document base; fuzzy assertions, aiming at handling
the uncertainty intrinsic in retrieval. The resulting logic is to be understood as
a modelling retrieval tool, which can be used for the specification and the rapid
prototyping of applications.

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The development of retrieval models has been a major concern of the informa-
tion retrieval community for the last two decades. As a result of this effort,
we now have a few well established and widely known models, around which
famous information retrieval systems have been built and put at work on real
applications. These models are based on different views of the retrieval process,
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but they all share two common features: first, they have been developed for
and mostly applied only to textual documents; second, they adopt an indirect
approach, based on statistical properties of keywords, to the central problem of
information retrieval: capturing document contents. Both these features were
dictated by the context in which the relevant research took place. As for the
former, text was the only medium that could be automatically processed in an
efficient way until a few years ago. As for the latter, the choice of a “surface”
approach to capturing meaning was imposed by three factors: (1) the sheer
size of major applications, where collections of thousands or millions of textual
objects were addressed, thus making automatic extraction of document repre-
sentations a necessity; (2) the lack of tools for automatically extracting more
faithful renditions of document semantics; (3) the lack of theories that give a
satisfactory explanation of what document semantics really is.

Concerning points (2) and (3) above, the possibility of automatically ex-
tracting the meaning of a text by simply extracting the semantics of each
sentence and combining the results is both conceptually näıve and practically
unattainable. Although the formal semantics of significant fragments of natural
language is now well understood and derivable in an automatic way, there are
still parts of discourse that resist to automatic treatment. And even granted
that a program could come up with the semantic structure of any piece of text,
the resulting logical theory would raise computational problems of unapproach-
able complexity (see e.g. [Hobbs and Rosenschein, 1978]). Things go from bad
to worse once one moves from the case of textual documents, to that of doc-
uments pertaining to other media, as the automatic extraction of any sort of
meaning from non-textual documents seems to be at present beyond the ability
of any computer program. The practical consequence of this is that traditional
models based on surface meaning are not immediately applicable to multimedia
retrieval, unless one is willing to abandon the idea of performing retrieval by
semantic content.

1.1.1 The approximate content paradigm

We believe that when we are confronted with the problem of grounding mul-
timedia IR in a theory of meaning, there does exist an alternative between
the “surface” kind of meaning based on keyword statistics, and the “deep”
kind of meaning that is still in the realm of the ineffable. In particular we
believe that, for the purpose of retrieval, the “deep” meaning of a document
could be reasonably approximated by means of expressions of a formal language
that, while accounting for the intensionality of semantics (as opposed to the
extensionality inherent in a statistical approach), escapes the elusive character
of “deep” semantics. This approach is evoked by a now classic textbook in
IR [van Rijsbergen, 1979, page 189]:

I do not suggest that it is going to be a simple matter to program a
computer to understand documents. What is suggested is that some
attempt should be made to construct something like a näıve model, using
more that just keywords, of the content of each document in the system.



Approximate content nowadays still needs to be conveyed by a human indexer,
who specifies it according to his understanding of the document contents in the
context of a domain of discourse, but research in natural language understand-
ing and knowledge representation is now mature for producing robust tools
that might automate this task to a large extent. In particular, the approx-
imate content scenario, which is commonplace in libraries as we know them
from everyday experience, requires two fundamental tools to be realized: first,
a language that the indexer can use for expressing the approximate content
of a document; second, a retrieval engine able to exploit such meaning in the
retrieval process. There has been considerable progress in recent years con-
cerning tools of this kind. Of special interest to the present paper, research in
the knowledge representation area has yielded Description Logics (DLs), term-
oriented logics whose expressive power and inferential abilities are, as we will
argue later, to a large extent adequate to the approximate content approach
that we have sketched. A wide range of results are available on the compu-
tational aspects of these logics, and this allows both to classify the decision
problems of these logics from the complexity point of view and, on a more
practical side, to confidently develop automated reasoning systems based on
them.

The availability of these tools puts us in a position of moving significant
steps in the direction pointed to by [van Rijsbergen, 1979]; as a matter of fact,
the above quoted paragraph can be seen as the manifesto of our approach. We
aim at formulating an IR model where the meaning of documents, although in
an approximated form, is explicitly represented by means of sentences of a DL,
thus marking a substantial difference from keyword-based models. Moreover,
the terms occurring in document representations can additionally be described
and interrelated by means of assertions of the same logic, having the syntac-
tical status of definitions and playing the role of a lexicon. Finally, domain
knowledge can be expressed also via assertions of the logic. All these kinds of
knowledge, and possibly others, such as document profiles, are brought to bear
on document retrieval by modelling the latter in terms of the entailment rela-
tion of the logic. The resulting model goes very close to the question-answering
sort of system mentioned in the above passage; more precisely, we can think
of it as a system capable of answering questions regarding what documents
are about, thereby gaining the ability to do semantic content-based document
retrieval. How effective the system is will strictly depend on the quality of the
approximation of content, the richness of the lexicon and the completeness of
domain knowledge.

1.1.2 Building blocks

The logic that we have designed for multimedia document retrieval can be seen
as consisting of a core, relatively unsophisticated logic, to which features are
added incrementally in order to make it more respondent to the complexity of
the IR task.



In Section 1.2 we introduce the core logic, which may be seen as representing
a first solution to the problem of addressing the conditional reasoning part
of van Rijsbergen’s proposal. This tool is the description logic ALC, a logic
that, while essentially based on the semantics of first order logic (FOL), has a
significantly different language than that of FOL. This language is oriented to
the representation of classes of structured objects, allowing to view the problem
of retrieval as one of deciding whether an object (a document) is an instance
of a class (a query). As we show in Section 1.2, and as we more fully argue
in [Meghini et al., 1993], this allows a more natural account of retrieval, and also
allows both documents and queries to be given rich, structured representations
that describe them under multiple viewpoints. The same “object-oriented”
language may be used to give structured representations of the meaning of
the words that occur in document and query representations, i.e. to formally
represent dictionary or thesaurus entries. As a consequence, words are no longer
seen as uninterpreted tokens exclusively characterized by their occurrence ratio
in documents, but as intensional objects, i.e. objects having a meaning. We feel
that this collection-independent meaning has to be explicitly represented and
used in order to make full sense of documents and queries, and allow thereby
effective retrieval. Our view of logic-based IR thus implies a move from an
extensional view of meaning to an intensional one. This choice is also reflected
by the fact that our model assumes truth as a primitive notion, as opposed to
the assumption of aboutness, common to many models of IR.

In Section 1.3 we go one step further in addressing the conditional reason-
ing issue, and propose a semantics that better mirrors the classic IR notion
of relevance . The issue we tackle in particular is that of accepting as indica-
tive of relevance only those implications whose premise contains information
relevant to the conclusion. This condition is identified as the requirement that
evidence supporting the conclusion be explicitly present in the premise; this
is a stronger requirement than that of also being content with the absence of
negative evidence, a weaker requirement that may be seen as informing the
approach initially taken in Section 1.2. This switch of focus is accomplished
by abandoning classical logic in favour of relevance logic, which in turn implies
abandoning classical 2-valued semantics in favour of 4-valued semantics. The
impact of this modified logic on IR is also thoroughly discussed in [Straccia,
1996].

In Section 1.4 we tackle the long-standing issue of closed- vs. open-world
reasoning in IR, i.e. the problem of deciding whether in reasoning about IR all
that is known about a given document, or word, or topic, should be equated
with all that is true about it. If this is the case, the logic should be modified
so as to make it behave according to the closed-world assumption . We argue
that there are different types of knowledge whose representation contributes to
deciding retrieval, and that, while some of them are naturally interpreted in a
closed way, some others require open-world reasoning (see also [Meghini and
Straccia, 1996b] for a fuller discussion of this point). In order to account for
this phenomenon, we extend the logic with capabilities for selective closed-world



reasoning ; this means the possibility of reasoning in closed-world style with
some items of knowledge, and in open-world style with others. A sophisticated,
fine-grained mechanism of meta-assertions is provided that allows to indicate
that a given individual or a given predicate symbol requires a closed-world
reading.

Section 1.5 finally tackles the problem of adding reasoning about uncertainty
to the framework for conditional reasoning developed so far. What we need is
a framework in which, rather than deciding tout court whether a document is
relevant to a query, we are able to rank documents according to how strongly the
system believes in their relevance to queries. Section 1.5 discusses an extension
of the logic presented so far to the case of fuzzy reasoning.

All of the developments listed so far are not studied merely from the point
of view of the logical language and semantics adopted. In fact, Mirlog is
endowed with a calculus for reasoning in it that we have developed incremen-
tally in the form of a sequence of increasingly more powerful calculi, to parallel
the development of the logic. For each calculus we have obtained soundness,
completeness and complexity results. These results will permit the usage of
the logic as a tool for the rapid development and prototyping of applications.
Because of space limitations, we will not go into the details of our proof system,
but will confine ourselves to an overview, in Section 1.6. Upon concluding, in
Section 1.7, we will measure the progress made by the present study on the
objectives set in the preceding section, and will put our results in a multimedia
IR systems development perspective.

1.2 SYNTAX AND CLASSICAL SEMANTICS

Following [Meghini et al., 1993], the kernel of our model is based on a logic from
the class of Description Logics1 (DLs), the descendants of the frame-based
knowledge representation languages of the late seventies (see e.g. [Borgida,
1995]). The basic entities of the language of a DL are: individuals (denoted
by the letter a, with optional subscript), representing objects of the applica-
tion domain; concepts (letter C, with optional subscript), representing classes
of objects; and roles (letter R, with optional subscript), representing binary
relations between objects. In the same way as in predicate logic complex for-
mulae are built out of predicate symbols via connectives and quantifiers, in
DLs complex concepts and roles are built out of unary predicate symbols (aka
primitive concepts), binary predicate symbols (primitive roles) and individuals
via concept- and role-forming operators, respectively. For example, the com-
plex concept Paper � ∀Author.Italian is obtained by combining the primitive
concepts Paper and Italian and the primitive role Author by means of the
conjunction (�) and the universal quantification (∀) operators; under the in-
tended interpretation of these symbols, the concept denotes the set of papers
whose authors are all Italians2. Concepts and roles are collectively called terms.
¿From the syntactical point of view, Mirlog is the logic ALC extended with
primitive role negation. ALC is a significant representative of the best-known
and most important family of DLs, the AL family3. Concepts of Mirlog



are formed according to the following syntax rules (the letter A stands for a
primitive concept, while P stands for a primitive role):

C −→ � | (top concept)
⊥ | (bottom concept)
A | (primitive concept)

C1 � C2 | (concept conjunction)
C1 � C2 | (concept disjunction)

¬C | (concept negation)
∀R.C | (universal quantification)
∃R.C (existential quantification)

R −→ P | (primitive role)
¬P | (primitive role negation)

Roles in Mirlogare always primitive. As customary, we will use parentheses
around concepts when the need for disambiguation arises.

DLs have a clean, model-theoretic semantics, based on the notions of truth
and interpretation. An interpretation I consists of a non empty set ∆I (called
the domain) of objects (letter o) and of an interpretation function ·I mapping
primitive concepts into functions from ∆I to the set of classical truth values
{t, f}4 and primitive roles into functions from ∆I × ∆I to {t, f}. In compli-
ance with the style of model-theoretic semantics, the interpretation of complex
concepts is obtained by appropriately combining the interpretations of their
components. The (2-valued) semantics of Mirlog is the following:

�I(o) = t for all o
⊥I (o) = t for no o

(C1 � C2)I(o) = t iff CI
1 (o) = t and CI

2 (o) = t
(C1 � C2)I(o) = t iff CI

1 (o) = t or CI
2 (o) = t

(¬C)I(o) = t iff CI(o) = f
(∀R.C)I(o) = t iff for all o′ ∈ ∆I , if RI(o, o′) = t then CI(o′) = t
(∃R.C)I(o) = t iff for some o′ ∈ ∆I , RI(o, o′) = t and CI(o′) = t
(¬P )I(o, o′) = t iff P I(o, o′) = f

The interpretation of the concept Paper � ∀Author.Italian is therefore such
that (Paper� ∀Author.Italian)I(o) = t iff PaperI(o) = t and for all o′ ∈ ∆I ,
if AuthorI(o, o′) = t then ItalianI(o′) = t, which corresponds to the informal
reading suggested above.

Two concepts C1 and C2 are said to be equivalent (written C1 ≡ C2) when
t = CI

1 (o) iff t = CI
2 (o) for all o ∈ ∆I and for all interpretations I. This

definition allows us to point to some duality in our set of operators. We may
notice, for instance, that � and ⊥ are dual, i.e. � ≡ ¬ ⊥; similarly, � is the dual
of �, as (C1�C2) ≡ (¬C1�¬C2), and ∀ is the dual of ∃, as (∀R.C) ≡ (¬∃R.¬C).

The language of a DL also includes assertions, expressions relating concepts
and roles to each other or to individuals. Assertions of the former kind are
called definitions and allow to state the existence of a specialisation (“more



specific than”) relation between concepts or between roles; for instance, the
definition:

VisualDocument � Document � (∃Component.(Image � Video)) (1.1)

asserts that visual documents are documents and have at least a component
which is either an image or a video. Assertions of the latter kind are called term
assertions and each of them may be a concept or a role assertion depending
on the involved kind of term. Formally, given an alphabet O of symbols called
individuals,

a concept assertion is an expression of the form C[a] where C is a concept
and a is an individual; and

a role assertion is an expression of the form R[a, b] where R is a role and
a, b are individuals.

For instance, (Paper � ∀Author.Italian)[o12] is a concept assertion stating
that document named o12 is a paper whose authors are all Italians, while the
role assertion Publisher[o12,Springer] states that the publisher of o12 is
Springer.

Assertional formulae5 (letter γ) are Boolean combinations of term assertions
realized according to the following syntactic rule (α denotes a term assertion):

γ −→ α | (term assertion)
γ1 ∧ γ2 | (assertional conjunction)
γ1 ∨ γ2 | (assertional disjunction)

∼ γ (assertional negation)

The semantics of assertions is specified by extending the interpretation func-
tion ·I to be an injection from O to ∆I , according to the unique name assump-
tion. In addition, the definition C1 � C2 (resp. R1 � R2) is satisfied by an
interpretation I iff C1

I(o) implies C2
I(o) for all o ∈ ∆I (resp. R1

I(o, o′) im-
plies R2

I(o, o′) for all o, o′ ∈ ∆I). Analogously, I satisfies C[a] (resp. R[a1, a2])
iff CI(aI) = t (resp. RI(a1

I , a2
I) = t); moreover I satisfies:

1. an assertional formula γ1 ∧ γ2 iff it satisfies both γ1 and γ2;

2. an assertional formula γ1 ∨ γ2 iff it satisfies either γ1 or γ2, or both;

3. an assertional formula ∼ γ iff it does not satisfy γ.

A set Σ of assertional formulae and definitions will be called a knowledge
base (KB). A KB Σ logically implies an assertion C[a] (written Σ |= C[a]) iff
every interpretation satisfying all the expressions in Σ also satisfies C[a]. In this
case, we will also say that C[a] is a logical consequence of Σ. In what follows,
we will sometimes be interested in discussing the case in which, given a KB Σ
and two concepts C1 and C2, whenever Σ logically implies C1[a] it also logically
implies C2[a] for all individuals a. In this case, we say that C1 is subsumed by



C2 in Σ, and we write C1 �Σ
2 C2. For example, the concept VisualDocument

is subsumed by the concept Document in any KB containing (1.1). If C1 is
subsumed by C2 in an empty KB, we simply say that C1 is subsumed by C2, and
we write C1 � C2. For example, the concept Document� (∃Component.(Image
� Video) is subsumed by the concept Document.

In [Meghini et al., 1993] we have described in detail a methodology for
giving representations of documents, queries and thesaural entries in terms
of a description logic. In particular:

a document is to be represented as an individual; this individual will be
the subject of a number of assertions; the concepts and roles of which the
individual is asserted to be an instance will then altogether constitute the
description of the document;

a query is to be represented as a concept; the intuitive meaning of this
choice is that all documents represented by individuals that are recognised
to be instances of this concept should be retrieved;

a thesaurus entry is to be represented by means of a definition; the in-
tended consequence of this choice is that the definition of a term be
brought to bear whenever a document in whose representation a defined
term occurs is considered, or whenever a query in whose representation a
defined term occurs is issued.

Within these representations, documents may be considered from multiple
viewpoints: the representation of a document may address its internal struc-
ture, its physical appearance, its semantic content and its “profile” (i.e. the
set of the identifying features of the document, such as authorship, date of
production, etc.). The information retrieval process may thus be viewed as
deciding whether, given a KB containing document representations and the-
saural entries, a concept C representing a query, and an individual a uniquely
identifying a document, Σ logically implies C[a].

1.3 A RELEVANCE SEMANTICS

Information retrieval is often characterized in terms of relevance: given a set
of documents and a query, the task of IR is to retrieve those documents, and
only those, whose information content is relevant to the information content
of the query (aka user information need). The centrality of relevance and its
elusive character, given its reliance on the unfathomable information content
of documents and queries, is the main reason why the logical formalisation of
IR is a non-trivial problem; what is relevant, that is, is decided by the user
from session to session and from time to time, and is then heavily dependent
on judgments where highly subjective and scarcely reproducible factors are
brought to bear [Belkin, 1981, Saracevic, 1975]. The very possibility of a logical
theory of IR is then dependent on the possibility of giving a formal definition
of relevance capable of approximating the operational definition of relevance



given above. In order to do so, it is of fundamental importance to at least
identify part or all of those subjective and contingent factors that contribute to
relevance, and wire them into one’s adopted logic. Furthermore, we think that
the addition of uncertainty on top of a calculus for conditional reasoning can
indeed work as a “correction factor” for bridging the gap between the rigidity
of logical calculi and the flexible, human-centered notion of relevance, as in
principle it allows to fine-tune the system estimation of relevance as a function
of contextual factors, user preferences and so on. We also think, however, that
in order to arrive at a successful logical model of IR every effort should be made
in order to wire as much relevance as possible into the implication connective,
i.e. to design a calculus for (non-probabilistic) conditional reasoning where the
factors that influence relevance, as perceived by the user, are taken into account.
It is this consideration that motivates the research reported in this section.

1.3.1 Relation to other work

The accounts of the implication connective proposed by classical, modal and
other logics, have been criticised because they license, as theorems of the pure
calculus, sentences that suffer from fallacies of relevance, that is their premise
is not relevant to their conclusion. For instance, the sentence (α → (β → α))
(asserting that a true proposition is implied by any proposition) is a theorem
of classical logic. And this should strike one as peculiar, in that the fact that β
holds does not have any “relevance” to the fact that α holds! Among the first
to put forth such a criticism, Nelson [Nelson, 1933] argued that, in order for
any conditional notion “→” to be adequate, a sentence such as α → β should
be valid only if there is “some connection of meaning between α and β” (and
this consideration should strike the IR theorist as familiar . . . ). The idea of a
“connection of meaning between α and β” (or, more generally, the idea of α
being relevant to β) has been shown to be amenable to formal treatment by
the logicians who defined relevance (or relevant) logics [Anderson and Belnap,
1975, Dunn, 1986]. Relevance logics challenge classical logic and its extensions
in a number of ways, i.e. by introducing a new, non-truth-functional connective
(denoted by “→”) into the syntactic apparatus of classical logic, by rejecting
some classical rules of inference for classical connectives, and by changing the
notion of validity itself by “wiring” into it considerations of relevance.

We think that the insights provided by relevance logics are valuable to in-
formation retrieval. In fact, even a brief analysis of the motivations put forth
by relevance logicians and by IR theorists indicates a surprising coincidence of
underlying tenets and purposes (see e.g. [Haack, 1978, Chapter 10]). Therefore,
it seems just natural to think that, if we view retrieval as essentially consist-
ing of a disguised form of logical inference [van Rijsbergen, 1989], relevance
logic and IR might constitute the theoretical side and the applied side of the
same coin. This eventually calls for the adoption of a relevance logic as the
non-probabilistic kernel of a full-blown logic for IR. Given that the description
logics we have advocated in Section 1.2 are essentially based on classical logic,
we intend to propose the switch to a relevance description logic.



The relevance logic that we think best complies with the requirements of
the IR world is the logic Efde, called the logic of first degree (tautological)
entailments [Dunn, 1976]. This consists of the fragment of the famous rele-
vance logics E and R that deals with first degree entailments only, i.e. pairs of
propositional (classical) formulae separated by one “→” symbol. In addition,
Efde has a 4-valued denotational semantics, independently developed by Bel-
nap [Belnap, 1977] and Dunn [Dunn, 1976], which makes it amenable to the
various extensions (e.g. to reasoning about uncertainty) needed for modelling
IR.

Relevance description logics based on a 4-valued semantics have already
been proposed by Patel-Schneider for use in knowledge representation, and
have been proven to possess a generally better computational behaviour than
their 2-valued analogues[Patel-Schneider, 1986, Patel-Schneider, 1987, Patel-
Schneider, 1989]. The semantics we adopt departs from Patel-Schneider’s,
whose loss of inferential capabilities is too drastic for the needs of IR: in fact,
that semantics sanctions the loss of modus ponens and, in general, of a great
deal of conditional reasoning. In addition, the deduction algorithms and the
completeness and complexity proofs presented by the author are rather com-
plex, and are not modular enough to guarantee an easy adaptation to other
DLs to which one might want to switch later. The 4-valued semantics for DLs
that we present, while still adhering to the basic philosophy of relevance logics,
is less restrictive, as it extends in a significant way the inferences sanctioned
by the above-mentioned 4-valued DLs.

1.3.2 The semantics

We now give the relevance semantics of Mirlog and show, by means of ex-
amples, the differences between it and Patel-Schneider’s, and between it and
standard 2-valued semantics, also discussing the suitability of Mirlog for IR
modelling6. The key difference between the 2- and the 4-valued semantics of
Mirlog is that, while the former relies on the classical set of truth values
{t, f}, the latter relies on its powerset 2{t,f}, which consists of the four values
{t}, {f}, {t, f} and {}. These values may be understood as representing the
status of a proposition in the epistemic state of a reasoning agent. Under this
view, if the value of a proposition contains t, then the agent has evidence to
the effect – or believes – that the proposition is true. Similarly, if it contains
f , then the agent has evidence to the effect that the proposition is false. The
value {} corresponds to a lack of evidence, while the value {t, f} corresponds
to the possession of contradictory evidence.

We will see that one of the effects of 4-valued semantics is the possibility
of entertaining inconsistent beliefs about some proposition without this incon-
sistency “spreading” throughout the KB [Wagner, 1991]. This property, that
we might dub the locality of inconsistency, is shared by other relevance logics,
and is considered one of the advantages of relevance logics, especially when
modelling the epistemic states of less-than-perfect reasoning agents. The net
effect in terms of IR will thus be that the presence of inconsistent beliefs about



document d is unlikely to prevent a reasonable decision on whether or not to
retrieve any another document.

In 4-valued semantics, an interpretation I consists of a non empty domain
∆I and of an interpretation function ·I mapping different individuals into dif-
ferent elements of ∆I , primitive concepts into functions from ∆I to the set
2{t,f} and primitive roles into functions from ∆I × ∆I to 2{t,f}. If I is an
interpretation, we define the positive extension of a concept C in I (written
CI

+) as the set {o ∈ ∆I : t ∈ CI(o)}, and the negative extension of a concept
C in I (written CI

−) as the set {o ∈ ∆I : f ∈ CI(o)}; the positive and negative
extensions of roles are defined similarly. The positive extension of a concept
C may be naturally interpreted as consisting of those domain objects that are
known to be instances of the concept, while its negative extension may be like-
wise interpreted as consisting of those domain objects that are known not to
be instances of the concept. Domain objects that are members of neither set
are, intuitively, those neither known to be, nor known not to be instances of
the concept; this is perfectly reasonable for a system that is not a perfect rea-
soner or does not have complete information. As for objects that are members
of both sets, the intuition is that there is evidence to indicate that they are
instances of the concept and, at the same time, that they are not; that is, there
is inconsistent information about these objects. The semantics of a concept
(or role) can then be understood as the combination of its positive extension
and its negative extension. Note that, while in standard 2-valued semantics we
have CI

+ ∩ CI
− = ∅ and CI

+ ∪ CI
− = ∆I , this need not be the case with our

4-valued semantics.
As in the 2-valued case, the extensions of concepts and roles have to meet

restrictions mirroring the informal meaning of operators. For example, the
positive extension of the concept C1�C2 must be the intersection of the positive
extensions of C1 and C2, and its negative extension must be the union of their
negative extensions. The complete list of restrictions is the following:

t ∈ �I(o) and f ∈ ⊥I(o) for all o

t ∈ ⊥I(o) and f ∈ �I(o) for no o

t ∈ (C1 � C2)
I(o) iff t ∈ C1

I(o) and t ∈ C2
I(o)

f ∈ (C1 � C2)
I(o) iff f ∈ C1

I(o) or f ∈ C2
I(o)

t ∈ (C1 � C2)
I(o) iff t ∈ C1

I(o) or t ∈ C2
I(o)

f ∈ (C1 � C2)
I(o) iff f ∈ C1

I(o) and f ∈ C2
I(o)

t ∈ (¬C)I(o) iff f ∈ CI(o)
f ∈ (¬C)I(o) iff t ∈ CI(o)

t ∈ (∀R.C)I(o) iff ∀ o′ ∈ ∆I , if t ∈ RI(o, o′) then t ∈ CI(o′)
f ∈ (∀R.C)I(o) iff ∃ o′ ∈ ∆I , t ∈ RI(o, o′) and f ∈ CI(o′)
t ∈ (∃R.C)I(o) iff ∃ o′ ∈ ∆I , t ∈ RI(o, o′) and t ∈ CI(o′)
f ∈ (∃R.C)I(o) iff ∀ o′ ∈ ∆I , if t ∈ RI(o, o′) then f ∈ CI(o′)
t ∈ (¬P )I(o, o′) iff f ∈ P I(o, o′)
f ∈ (¬P )I(o, o′) iff t ∈ P I(o, o′)



In the 4-valued case, the notion of an interpretation I satisfying an assertion
or a definition relies only on the positive extensions of the concepts and roles
involved7, and is thus basically unchanged with respect to the one we have
given for the 2-valued case. Formally, the definition C1 � C2 (resp. R1 � R2)
is satisfied by an interpretation I iff C1

I
+(o) implies C2

I
+(o) for all o ∈ ∆I (resp.

R1
I
+(o, o′) implies R2

I
+(o, o′) for all o, o′ ∈ ∆I). An interpretation I satisfies an

assertion α iff t ∈ CI(γ(a)) in case α = C[a] or t ∈ RI(γ(a1), γ(a2)) in case α =
R[a1, a2]. We will also say that I f-satisfies an assertion α iff f ∈ CI(γ(a)) in
case α = C[a], whereas f ∈ RI(γ(a1), γ(a2)) in case α = R[a1, a2]. Satisfiability
is extended to assertional formulae as follows.

Definition 1 Let I be an interpretation.

1. I satisfies γ1 ∧ γ2 iff it satisfies both γ1 and γ2, while I f-satisfies γ1 ∧ γ2

iff it f-satisfies γ1 or I f-satisfies γ2;

2. I satisfies γ1 ∨ γ2 iff it satisfies γ1 or I satisfies γ2, while I f-satisfies
γ1 ∨ γ2 iff it f-satisfies both γ1 and γ2;

3. I satisfies ∼ γ iff it f-satisfies γ, while I f-satisfies ∼ γ iff it satisfies γ.

Given two Mirlog concepts C1 and C2, C1 is subsumed by C2 (written C1 �4

C2) iff C1
I
+ ⊆ C2

I
+ for every interpretation I, and C1 is equivalent to C2

(written C1 ≡4 C2) iff C1
I
+ = C2

I
+ for every interpretation I. �4 and ≡4

are extended to roles in a straightforward way. Finally, a KB Σ entails an
assertion α (Σ |=4 α) iff every interpretation satisfying the former also satisfies
the latter.

1.3.3 Soundness and incompleteness

One important property of Mirlog is that reasoning in it is sound with respect
to classical semantics; that is, every inference that can be drawn within Mirlog
can also be drawn within its corresponding 2-valued logic presented, for illus-
trative purposes, in the previous section. This means that a user acquainted
with classical semantics does not run the risk of being offered a conclusion she
would not subscribe to.

In order to show this, it suffices to notice that the set of 2-valued interpre-
tations is a (proper) subset of the set of 4-valued interpretations. Consider in
fact a 4-valued interpretation I such that the positive and negative extensions
of every primitive concept A and primitive role P are both disjoint and ex-
haustive, i.e. AI

− = ∆I \ AI
+ and P I

− = (∆I × ∆I) \ P I
+. By a case analysis

on the semantics of the operators, it can be seen that such an interpretation
is a 2-valued interpretation for DLs; in fact, note that in these interpretations,
given any concept C and any role R, t ∈ CI(o) iff f  ∈ CI(o) and t ∈ RI(o, o′)
iff f  ∈ RI(o, o′),

The soundness result follows immediately, since inferring e.g. an assertion
C[a] from a KB Σ corresponds to checking if Σ entails C[a], hence to checking



whether all interpretations satisfying Σ also satisfy C[a]. We then have the
following:

Lemma 1 Let Σ be a KB, α an assertion and C1 and C2 two concepts. Then
C1 �4 C2 implies that C1 � C2, and Σ |=4 α implies that Σ |= α.

However, reasoning in Mirlog is not complete, i.e. not every inference that
can be drawn based on 2-valued semantics can also be drawn within Mirlog.
Coupled with the previous Lemma, this means that the conclusions licensed
by Mirlog are then a proper subset of those licensed by 2-valued semantics.
What we want to show is that this is also an interesting subset for IR purposes,
i.e. that the conclusions to which Mirlog renounces are somehow debatable,
and that Mirlog captures, as a result, some natural intuitions about reasoning
that also translate into more intuitive behaviour once applied to modelling IR.
We will describe this behaviour by a number of examples.

1.3.4 Modus ponens on roles

Let us consider the KB Σ, shown in Figure 1.1, consisting of assertions about
documents doc1 and doc2. doc1 is asserted to be a document with only Italian
authors 1.2, one of which is mario 1.3. doc1 has two components: c11, which
is a text, and c12, whose medium is unknown. There is a reference from c11
to c12 and from the latter to c21, which is a video and a component of doc2.
This latter is a multimedia document, all of which components have a string
as title; doc2 is authored by mario, which is asserted to be not Italian. We

(Document � ∀Author.Italian)[doc1], (1.2)
Author[doc1, mario], (1.3)

Component[doc1, c11], ∃Medium.Text[c11], Component[doc1, c12],
References[c11, c12], References[c12, c21],

(MultimediaDoc � (∀Component.∃Title.String))[doc2],
Author[doc2, mario], (1.4)
¬Italian[mario], (1.5)

Component[doc2, c21], ∃Medium.Video[c21],
Video � ¬Text (1.6)

Figure 1.1 A Mirlog knowledge base

will use this KB as a running example throughout the remainder of this section
to exemplify some points about the relationship between Mirlog’s and other
semantics. First of all, it is interesting to observe that the following entailment
relationship holds:

Σ |=4 (MultimediaDoc � ∃Author.Italian)[doc2]. (1.7)



That doc2 has an Italian author follows from the fact that Mario, who is an
author of doc2 (by 1.4), is also an author of doc1 (by 1.3), all authors of which
are Italian (by 1.2). This example shows that assertions concerning a certain
document (such as (1.2), which is about doc1) may have an influence on the
retrieval of a different document (doc2, in our case). This form of inference
is indeed desirable for IR purposes, but is not sanctioned by Patel-Schneider’s
4-valued semantics, which, disallowing modus ponens, rules out a great deal of
conditional reasoning. More generally, our semantics can be proved to license
inferences conforming to the following schemata: for all concepts C1 and C2,
roles R and individuals a1, a2, we have that:

{(∀R.C1)[a1], R[a1, a2]} |=4 C1[a2]
{(∀R.C1)[a1], (∃R.C2)[a1]} |=4 (∃R.(C1 � C2))[a1]

We call these schemata modus ponens on roles. The key difference between our
account and Patel-Schneider’s lies in the semantics of universal quantification.
Patel-Schneider’s t-condition for ∀ is:

t ∈ (∀R.C)I(o) iff ∀ o′ ∈ ∆I , f ∈ RI(o, o′) or t ∈ CI(o′).

Now, it can be verified that, according to Patel-Schneider rules, there exists
a model I of Σ such that both t and f are in AuthorI(doc1I , marioI), and
such that t  ∈ ItalianI(marioI); it immediately follows that Σ does not entail
Italian[mario] and a fortiori it does not entail
(MultimediaDoc � ∃Author.Italian)[doc2].

1.3.5 Inconsistent knowledge bases and tautologous queries

The preceding discussion has focussed on showing what inferences can be drawn
in our 4-valued semantics (and, in some cases, cannot according to other brands
of 4-valued semantics). Now we concentrate on inferences that are valid in
the standard 2-valued semantics but are not licensed by our semantics. The
examples of this section are reminiscent of the so-called “paradoxes of logical
implication” for classical logic (or rather, of a DL version of them).

First, note that the KB Σ, according to classical terminology, is inconsistent:
indeed, as already argued, assertions (1.2) and (1.3) provide implicit evidence
to the fact that Mario is Italian, while assertion (1.5) explicitly states that he
is not. As a consequence, both the following hold:

Σ |=4 ¬Italian[Mario] (1.8)
Σ |=4 Italian[Mario]. (1.9)

The same holds in 2-valued semantics, because of the soundness of entailment.
Moreover, in 2-valued semantics any assertion follows from Σ, due to its incon-
sistency. So, for example:

Σ |= ((∃Medium.Video) � (∃Author.Italian))[c21],



which means that c21 would be retrieved in the response to a query asking for
videos with an Italian author. However, this retrieval falls short of relevance, as
there is nothing in Σ supporting the Italian-hood of c21’s authors. Therefore,
a model aiming at capturing relevance should forbid retrievals like this, and
this is in fact what entailment does; that is, as it can be easily verified:

Σ  |=4 ((∃Medium.Video) � (∃Author.Italian))[c21]. (1.10)

This example shows a fundamental advantage of a semantics inspired to rele-
vance: KBs that are inconsistent from a 2-valued semantics point of view, do
not entail every assertion, or, put in another way, the effect of inconsistencies
is localized, as the following inferences show:

Σ |=4 (∃Author.Italian)[doc2]
Σ |=4 (∃Author.¬Italian)[doc2]

Dually, assertions based on concepts whose extension is, in 2-valued seman-
tics, always the entire domain of an interpretation, and which therefore closely
resemble tautologies, are not necessarily entailed by every KB. For instance,
in 2-valued semantics any document component is either of type video or of
a type different from video, a fact formally captured by the following (true)
implication relation:

Σ |= (∀Medium.(Video � ¬Video))[c12].

However, Σ says nothing about the medium of c12, thus, strictly speaking,
there is no relevance relation between c12 as described in Σ and the query
(∀Medium.(Video � ¬Video)). And in fact:

Σ  |=4 (∀Medium.(Video � ¬Video))[c12] (1.11)

holds. To see why, note that there is a model I of Σ such that for some o′ ∈ ∆I ,
t ∈ MediumI(c12I , o′), and VideoI(o′) = {}.

Cases of “inconsistent” KBs or cases of “tautologous” queries8 have been
deemed of debatable importance to IR. However, while in general the intuitive
behaviour of our logic also in these “extreme cases” is a witness of its quality,
we argue that inconsistencies in document bases are going to be the rule more
than the exception in light of the globalization process that the retrieval of
information is more and more experiencing. As far as tautologous queries is
concerned, the mechanism that prevents their inference has an importance that
goes much beyond such queries, as illustrated by next section.

1.3.6 Reasoning by cases

The behaviour of relevance semantics on tautologies has an impact on the
inference of assertions that are not tautologous by themselves, but which some-
how require the establishment of a tautology for their deduction. This pattern



occurs in a reasoning scheme termed reasoning by cases, which the following
exemplifies. Let us consider the query α given by:

(∃Component.(∃Medium.Text � ∃References.∃Medium.¬Text))

on the KB Σ already introduced. We want to check whether doc1 should be
retrieved in response to this query, i.e. whether Σ |=4 α[doc1]. Let I be the
4-valued model of Σ introduced above, taking no position on the medium of
c12. By straightforward semantical arguments, it may be seen that

t  ∈ (∃Component.(∃Medium.Text � ∃References.∃Medium.¬Text))I(doc1I),

from which it follows that Σ  |=4 α[doc1]. However, perhaps surprisingly, Σ |=
α[doc1]. At first, it would seem that this is not the case, since c11 and c12
are the only known components of doc1, and neither of them seems to be a
text which references a document of a different medium. But, let us consider a
2-valued model J of Σ and let us reason by cases. J , unlike I above, must sup-
port either the truth of (∃Medium.¬Text)[c12] or its falsity. And this is enough
for the inference to hold. For in the former case, doc1 has as a component c11,
which is a text and referencing c12, a non-text. In the latter case, doc1 has
as a component c12, which is a text referencing c21, a video and therefore, by
definition 1.6, a non-text. In both cases α is true in J , and by generalization
Σ |= α[doc1].

1.3.7 Conclusions

To sum up, what kind of relevance relation is captured by |=4?
A KB Σ entails everything that is in the transitive closure of Σ by modus

ponens on roles and the operators �,�,¬,∃, as (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9) show. All
other inferences are left out, as (1.10), (1.11) and the example on reasoning
by cases show. In other words, Σ |=4 α holds if, and only if, the structural
components of α have an analogue in Σ, modulo modus ponens on roles.

Less technically, a KB Σ entails everything that is explicitly supported or, we
might say, everything for which there are relevant premises. The inference mod-
elled by our semantics can thus be seen akin to what has been termed shallow
reasoning in the AI literature, i.e. a mode of reasoning in which a logical agent
only draws quick inferences that do not overtax its resources. Those inferences
that 2-valued semantics licenses and 4-valued semantics does not are those for
drawing which the agent must reason, as Levesque says [Levesque, 1988], in
puzzle mode, i.e. in the style that humans adopt once we try to solve a chal-
lenging mathematical problem or a logical puzzle. This interpretation brings
further evidence to the fact that Mirlog is an adequate tool for IR, whose
reasoning task seems quite different from that of a working mathematician.

1.4 CLOSURES

In the preceding sections we have discussed in detail the issue of how to deal
appropriately with document (and query) content. We now turn our attention



to the representation of those document features that require, upon retrieval,
closed-world reasoning. One important class of such features concerns docu-
ment structure, which is an important issue for retrieval, as queries can make
explicit references to the composition of documents to be retrieved, e.g. by re-
questing documents that deal with a particular topic and contain photographs
relating to this topic plus coordinated text. Another important class is docu-
ment profile, which includes knowledge about the external characterization of
a document, such as its title, authors, producing date, copyrights and the like.

It so happens that the language of DLs is essentially adequate for the rep-
resentation of the features in question, while their inferential apparatus is not.
This is due to the fact that, for instance, when reasoning about structure, it
is both convenient and adequate to equate what is known about a document
with what is true about it. This point, which we now argue in full detail, leads
to the requirement that certain reasoning be informed by the closed-world as-
sumption, and in order to specify exactly when to adopt this assumption, we
introduce a new operator that allows to distinguish items of knowledge liable
of a closed-world reading from the rest.

1.4.1 An informal introduction to closure assertions

Let us consider the KB Σ presented in Figure 1.2, containing structural and
profile information about two documents, doc3 and doc4. About the former,
Σ knows that it is a letter sent by a Scottish man named William. About the
latter, all Σ knows is that it is a book. We further suppose that the knowledge
in Σ is also all there is to know about the two documents, all the rest being not
true of them; thus, for instance, d has no sender other than William. Because

Letter[doc3], Sender[doc3,William], Scottish[William], Book[doc4]

Figure 1.2 A Mirlog knowledge base.

of the nature of the knowledge held by Σ, one would like to have doc3 retrieved
in response to the query ¬Book, asking for all individuals that are not books.
However,

Σ  |= ¬Book[doc3],

as there are 2-valued models of Σ in which the individual named doc3 is both
in the extension Letter and Book, so making ¬Book[doc3] false. The corre-
sponding 4-valued models support: Σ  |=4 ¬Book[doc3], hence doc3 would not
be retrieved in our model as presented so far.

In order to solve this problem, one could add the definition: Letter� ¬Book
to Σ; however, this definition would introduce an inconsistency for all letters
that are also published as books. The relevance semantics of Mirlog would
prevent these inconsistencies from breaking the whole KB, but they would any-
way operate at the local level, a somewhat disturbing fact. In addition, there are
other inferences that, on the basis of the same intuition, one would like to draw



from Σ and that are not dealt with by definitions. One of these inferences is that
all doc3’s senders are Scottish. But, again, Σ  |= ∀Sender.Scottish[doc3],
and, a fortiori, Σ  |=4 ∀Sender.Scottish[doc3].

A radical solution to the problem would be to embed in Σ a complete de-
scription of doc3. Such description would consist of all positive assertions about
doc3, plus (a) one concept assertion of the form ¬A[doc3] for all primitive con-
cepts A which doc3 is not an instance of, and (b) one role assertion of the form
¬R[doc3,c] for all primitive roles R and individuals c such that R[d,c]] is
not the case. Given that the catalog of a realistic document base is likely to
comprise at least hundreds of concepts and roles, and thousands of individuals,
the complete description of doc3 would require an overwhelming amount of
assertions.

Our solution to this problem is to extend the IR model developed so far with
(meta-)assertions on elements of the language that force a closed-world inter-
pretation of the (normal) assertions concerning such elements. For instance, a
closure assertion on the individual a, would mean that the KB contains, whether
explicitly or implicitly, everything that is true about a, and every other fact
concerning a is to be considered as false. A meta-assertion like the above is
called a closure assertion, as it induces a reading of the information concerning
a clearly reminiscent of the closed-world assumption used e.g. in logic program-
ming and deductive databases. The individuals that are the subject of closure
assertions are said to be closed.

The information provided by closure assertions must guide the inferential
behaviour of the system on closed individuals in a way that reflects intuition.
More precisely, while the lack of information on the truth of a fact concerning
a non-closed individual is to be interpreted in the usual way, i.e. as lack of
knowledge about the given fact and about its negation, when a closed individ-
uals is involved this is to be interpreted as knowledge of the negation of the
given fact. Returning to the previous example, the intended interpretation of
closure assertions would grant the following inferences:

Σ ∪ {CL(doc3)} |=c ¬Book[doc3]
Σ ∪ {CL(doc3)} |=c ∀Sender.Scottish[doc3]

where |=c is the inference relation of the new logic. The relation |=c should
clearly be non-monotonic, i.e. the addition of new information might block
inferences that were previously valid. For instance, the following should hold:

Σ ∪ {CL(doc3)} ∪ {Book[doc3]}  |=c ¬Book[doc3].

1.4.2 Relation to other approaches

Since the seminal paper by Reiter [Reiter, 1978], many forms of closed-world
assumption (CWA) have been investigated (see [RLukaszewicz, 1990, Chapter 7]
for a thorough review). The proposal most similar in spirit to ours is the so-
called careful CWA [Gelfond and Przymusinska, 1986], by means of which one



can confine the closed-world reading to a pre-specified subset of predicate sym-
bols only. Without going into the details of this and the other CWA proposals,
we observe that neither careful CWA nor other forms of CWA seem suited to
our program of allowing the closed-world reading to be applied selectively to
either pre-specified predicate symbols or individuals. In fact, careful CWA does
not allow the restriction of the CWA to specified individuals, and every form
of CWA can operate only on KBs that are universal theories without equality.
Notoriously, a Mirlog KB is not in general a universal theory9.

Versions of the CWA specifically formulated for DLs have appeared [Donini
et al., 1992, Donini et al., 1994] which are based on the use (within the query
language) of an explicit epistemic operator K, whose natural language reading
is the adjective “known”. The basic idea behind these proposals is to enforce
a CWA reading of the information about an individual a by using the oper-
ator K when checking whether a given fact about a is entailed by the KB.
Applied to the previous example, this means that in order to obtain a positive
answer on the membership of doc3 to the ¬Book concept, one has to check
whether ¬KBook[doc3] (“d is not a known book”) is entailed by Σ, i.e. ask
whether d is not known by the KB to be a book, which indeed turns out to
be the case. Analogously, checking whether ∀KSender.Scottish[doc3] (“all
known senders of doc3 are Scottish”) is entailed by Σ returns a positive answer,
because there is only one known sender of d and he happens to be Scottish.

As made clear by these examples, the use of an epistemic operator in queries
would allow one to ask questions not only about the world, but also about the
state of knowledge of the KB [Reiter, 1990]. It is by now evident that this use
permits to capture, among other things, some form of CWA. However, clear
connections between epistemic queries posed to DL KBs and the various CWA
formulations have not been established yet, except for a very restricted case
(see Theorem 5.1 in [Donini et al., 1992]). Thus, strictly speaking, one cannot
claim full control of how epistemic queries to DL KBs realize CWA.

Besides this formal argument, there is a methodological reason why the
adoption of the epistemic approach in our IR setting is problematic. Let us
consider the KB Σ1 = {Letter[d], CL(d), Letter[a]} and the query α = ¬Book.
According to our intended meaning of closure assertions, the answer to α in
Σ1 should be the set {d}. In order to obtain the same behaviour by means of
epistemic queries, α should be broken down (behind the scene) into two queries
α1 = ¬Book[a] and α2 = ¬KBook[d]. In order to perform this transformation,
the underlying IR system must be told which individuals are closed. But then,
once the explicit specification of closed individuals is available, it is preferable
to use it in the most direct and neat way, i.e. by devising a semantics that re-
flects the intuition behind these assertions. And this is precisely our approach.
Furthermore, it is not at all clear how the closure of a role for a certain indi-
vidual, a feature of classic [Borgida and Patel-Schneider, 1994] that is offered
by our model under the name of pointwise role closure, would be simulated in
the epistemic approach.



1.4.3 Knowledge bases with closures

Let a be an individual, P a primitive role and T a primitive term. Then:

An individual closure is an expression of type CL(a). The individual a is
said to be closed.

A primitive closure is an expression of type CL(T ). The term T is said to
be closed.

A pointwise role closure is an expression of type CL(a, P ). The individual
a is said to be closed w.r.t. role P .

A CBox is a finite set of closures. An Mirlog KB is extended to be a pair
〈Σ,Ω〉, where Σ is a set of assertional formulae and definitions, and Ω is a
CBox. Note that, since A � C and C � A define concept A to be equivalent
to C, CL(A)closes the concept C. Hence, closures of complex concepts (and
roles) are allowed in Mirlog.

After presenting syntax, we now discuss the semantics of closures.
The first, important semantic shift required by closures is the introduction

of a fixed domain of interpretation, necessary to properly deal with trans-
world identity of individuals. This shift is obtained by replacing the notion of
interpretation by that of c-interpretation, defined in the following.

Let ∆ be the domain, a countable infinite set of symbols, called parameters
(denoted by p and p′) and γ a fixed injective function from O to ∆. A c-
interpretation I is a 4-valued interpretation such that: (1) ∆I = ∆ and (2) for
all individuals a, aI = γ(a).

The notion of satisfaction of normal assertions is extended to c-interpreta-
tions in the obvious way. Unless otherwise specified, in the following by “inter-
pretation” we mean “c-interpretation”. With M(Σ) we indicate the set of all
(4-valued) models of Σ.

Satisfaction of closures is defined on the basis of a notion of minimal knowl-
edge, modelled by epistemic interpretations. An epistemic interpretation is a
pair 〈I,W〉 where I is an interpretation and W is a set of interpretations.

Definition 2 An epistemic interpretation 〈I,W〉 satisfies a closure CL(a)if and
only if the following conditions hold:

1. for every primitive concept symbol A :

(a) t ∈ AI(γ(a)) iff t ∈ AJ (γ(a)) for all J ∈ W, and

(b) f ∈ AI(γ(a)) iff t  ∈ AJ (γ(a)) for some J ∈ W;

2. for every primitive role symbol P and parameter p ∈ ∆,

(a) t ∈ P I(γ(a), p) iff t ∈ PJ (γ(a), p) for all J ∈ W, and

(b) f ∈ P I(γ(a), p) iff t  ∈ PJ (γ(a), p) for some J ∈ W.

In words, for any model of a KB 〈Σ,Ω〉 and closed individual a, aI is allowed in
the positive extension of a primitive concept A just in case A(a) is entailed by Σ,



in symbols Σ |=4 A(a). As a consequence, the lack of positive information will
allow us, as will be soon shown, to infer the corresponding negative information.
Similarly for roles. The semantics of primitive closures is perfectly dual; it
constrains the extensions of closed primitive concepts and roles with respect to
parameters.

Definition 3 Let A be a primitive concept. An epistemic interpretation 〈I,W〉
satisfies a closure CL(A)if and only if the following conditions hold:

1. for every p ∈ ∆, t ∈ AI(p) iff t ∈ AJ (p) for all J ∈ W;

2. for every p ∈ ∆, f ∈ AI(p) iff t  ∈ AJ (p) for some J ∈ W.

An epistemic interpretation satisfies a closure CL(P ), where P is a primitive
role, if and only if the following conditions hold:

3. for all p, p′ ∈ ∆, t ∈ P I(p, p′) iff t ∈ PJ (p, p′) for all J ∈ W;

4. for all p, p′ ∈ ∆, f ∈ P I(p, p′) iff t  ∈ PJ (p, p′) for some J ∈ W.

Finally, we observe that the pointwise closure CL(a, P )is equivalent to the
assertions (∀P.Ap)(a) and CL(Ap), where Ap is a new primitive concept. We
will therefore understand the semantics of pointwise closures in terms of that
of primitive closures, and concentrate, from now on, only on individual and
primitive closures.

An epistemic interpretation satisfies (is a model of) a set of closures if and
only if it satisfies each closure in the set.

Definition 4 Let 〈Σ,Ω〉 be a KB. An interpretation I satisfies (is a model of)
〈Σ,Ω〉 if and only if I is a model of Σ and 〈I,M(Σ)〉 is a model of Ω.

Essentially, in order to be a model of a KB, an interpretation has to satisfy
the “normal” assertions in Σ and the requirements imposed by closures, given
in the previous definitions. Finally,

Definition 5 A KB 〈Σ,Ω〉 c-entails a query Q, written 〈Σ,Ω〉 |=c
4 Q, if and

only if all models of 〈Σ,Ω〉 satisfy Q.

1.4.4 Properties of closures

Let us consider the KB 〈Σ,Ω〉 where Σ is the set of assertions shown in Fig-
ure 1.2, and Ω = {CL(doc3)}.

Thanks to the closure of doc3, in all the models of 〈Σ,Ω〉, doc3I only be-
longs to the positive extension of Letter, that is t ∈ LetterI(doc3I) and
t  ∈ AI(doc3I) for all other primitive concepts A. By rule 1b of definition 2,
this means that in all the models of 〈Σ,Ω〉, f ∈ BookI(doc3I), therefore, as
desired:

〈Σ,Ω〉 |=c
4 ¬Book[doc3].



For the same reason, in all the models of 〈Σ,Ω〉, the positive extension of
Sender is given by:

SenderI+ = {〈doc3I , WilliamI〉}.

Because in all such models WilliamI is in the extension of Scottish, again as
desired:

〈Σ,Ω〉 |=c
4 ∀Sender.Scottish[doc3].

This latter inference could also be obtained by closing the role Sender, i.e. by
having CL(Sender) in Ω.

A formal investigation of the features of closures follows. We begin by illus-
trating a close relationship between completely closed KBs w.r.t. individuals
and completely closed KBs w.r.t. primitives.

Proposition 1 Let Σ be an ABox, let C(a) an assertion, let Ω1 be such that
all individuals in Σ are closed and such that a is closed, let Ω2 be such that all
primitives in Σ are closed and such that all primitives in C are closed, then
〈Σ,Ω1〉 |=c

4 C(a) iff 〈Σ,Ω2〉 |=c
4 C(a).

As a consequence, all theorems for completely closed KBs w.r.t. individuals are
easily adaptable to KBs completely closed w.r.t. primitives.

A concept C is said to be quantifier free if no quantifier occurs in it. More-
over, a KB is called:

completely closed w.r.t. individuals iff all individuals appearing in it are
closed;

completely closed w.r.t. primitives iff all primitives appearing in it are
closed;

completely closed iff both previous conditions hold.

In classical logic, a theory is said to be complete if, for any sentence α,
either α or its negation follows from the theory. The next two theorems show
that closing an individual or a primitive amounts to make the knowledge about
it complete in the classical sense. Since an assertion containing a quantifier
involves also other individuals, a proviso is required in the first part of the next
theorem. The second part shows that, when all the individuals are closed, the
proviso is no longer needed.

Proposition 2 Let 〈Σ,Ω〉 be a KB, CL(a) ∈ Ω, and C(a) a concept assertion.
Then:

1. either 〈Σ,Ω〉 |=c
4 C(a) or 〈Σ,Ω〉 |=c

4 ¬C(a), for any quantifier free C;

2. if 〈Σ,Ω〉 is completely closed w.r.t. individuals, then either 〈Σ,Ω〉 |=c
4

C(a) or 〈Σ,Ω〉 |=c
4 ¬C(a), for any C.

For closed terms we have:



Proposition 3 Let 〈Σ,Ω〉 be a KB. Then if CL(A) ∈ Ω then for all individuals
a either 〈Σ,Ω〉 |=c

4 A(a) or 〈Σ,Ω〉 |=c
4 ¬A(a).

It is natural to ask how c-entailment relates to entailment. The answer to
this question comes in three steps. First, a KB with no closures is equivalent
to (i.e. has the same models as) a set of normal assertions; this means that
c-entailment coincides with entailment on closure-less KBs.

Proposition 4 Let Σ be a set of assertions. Then an interpretation is a model
of (Σ, ∅) iff it is a model of Σ.

Second, when closures are considered, c-entailment extends entailment, that
is |=4 ⊂ |=c

4 .

Proposition 5 Let 〈Σ,Ω〉 be a KB and C(a) an assertion. Then Σ |=4 C(a)
implies 〈Σ,Ω〉 |=c

4 C(a).

In order to show that |=4  = |=c
4, it suffices to consider the example completed

at the beginning of this Section. As we have seen, Σ  |=4 ¬Book[doc3], whereas
〈Σ,Ω〉 |=c

4 ¬Book[doc3].
Third, c-entailment captures a form of closed-world assumption: a positive

assertion is c-entailed if it is entailed, while a negative assertion is c-entailed if
the corresponding positive assertion is not entailed. Also the converse holds,
provided that the KB is satisfiable, because, as it follows from the semantics
of closures, a closed individual can only be associated with the classical truth
values ({t} and {f}), hence on closed terms the KB behaves as a classical theory
(as we will see in the next section, this has an impact on inconsistency). The
next theorem formalizes this fact, showing exactly what is the inferential gain
of c-entailment over classical entailment.

Proposition 6 Let 〈Σ,Ω〉 be a KB. Then

1. if CL(a) ∈ Ω then for each primitive concept A,

(a) Σ |=4 A(a) implies 〈Σ,Ω〉 |=c
4 A(a);

(b) Σ  |=4 A(a) implies 〈Σ,Ω〉 |=c
4 ¬A(a).

Conversely, if 〈Σ,Ω〉 is satisfiable, then for each primitive concept A,

(c) 〈Σ,Ω〉 |=c
4 A(a) implies Σ |=4 A(a);

(d) 〈Σ,Ω〉 |=c
4 ¬A(a) implies Σ  |=4 A(a).

2. if CL(A) ∈ Ω then for all individuals a,

(a) Σ |=4 A(a) implies 〈Σ,Ω〉 |=c
4 A(a);

(b) Σ  |=4 A(a) implies 〈Σ,Ω〉 |=c
4 ¬A(a).

Conversely, if 〈Σ,Ω〉 is satisfiable, then for each primitive concept A,



(c) 〈Σ,Ω〉 |=c
4 A(a) implies Σ |=4 A(a);

(d) 〈Σ,Ω〉 |=c
4 ¬A(a) implies Σ  |=4 A(a).

In fact, part 1a of the last Theorem is a special case of Theorem 5 and it
has been stated in this form only for symmetry.

Theorem 6 gives us the possibility of comparing our model with Naive CWA,
historically the first notion of CWA to be proposed. Naive CWA is defined for
finite sets of first-order sentences without equality and whose prenex normal
forms contain no existential quantifiers. If T is one such sets, then the naive
closure of T, NCWA(T), is given by [RLukaszewicz, 1990]:

NCWA(T) = T ∪ {¬A : T  |= A and A ∈ HB(T )},

where HB(T ) is the Herbrand Base of T. Now, the first-order translation of
a set of Mirlog assertions yields a set of sentences which may contain exis-
tential quantification. If we apply the NCWA operator to this kind of theories
(and we do not skolemize), the last Theorem tells us that c-entailment on com-
pletely closed KBs (i.e. all individuals appearing in the KB are closed or all
primitives appearing in the KB are closed) is equivalent to Naive CWA for the
corresponding first-order theories.

It is worth noting that there is a big methodological difference between our
approach and NCWA, or, for that matter, all other approaches with the same
goal, as for example in Datalog[Abiteboul et al., 1995]: in Mirlog, CWA
is not something happening behind the scene, but is explicitly called upon,
via closures, by the document indexer, who has therefore full control of the
situation, and is free to apply CWA only on specified terms.

Finally, the reader interested in the relationship between |=4, |=,|=c
4 from one

hand and, from the other hand, the inference relation captured by applying
closures to classical KBs, may refer to [Meghini and Straccia, 1996a].

1.4.5 Inconsistencies induced by closures

Let us consider the KB 〈Σ,Ω〉 where Σ = {(C � D)[a]} and Ω = {CL(a)}.
¿From an intuitive point of view, the above KB is clearly inconsistent: from

one hand, its Σ component asserts that a is either a C or a D without saying
which; from the other hand, the Ω component asserts that the knowledge about
a is complete, what evidently contradicts Σ’s content. As a matter of fact, this
KB is also inconsistent from a formal point of view, i.e. it has no models.
Indeed, let us suppose, to the contrary, that I is a model of 〈Σ,Ω〉. As such,
I must satisfy all assertions in Σ, which means that either t ∈ CI(aI) or
t ∈ DI(aI). Suppose the former is the case. Now, since a is closed, it follows
that in every model J of 〈Σ,Ω〉, t ∈ CJ (aJ ). But this is clearly impossible,
because C[a] does not follow from the KB.

¿From a KB with no models, every assertion vacuously follows. This means
that closures introduce intolerance to contradictions, a problem that the rele-
vance semantics of Mirlog was designed to solve. This is the price that the



model pays for the capability of doing closed-world reasoning. Since it is re-
stricted to certain elements of a KB, we believe it is affordable: it just imposes
careful consideration when specifying closures.

1.4.6 Conclusions

In summary, c-entailment can be broadly characterized by two features. First,
puzzle-mode reasoning is not allowed, which is not what an IR system is ex-
pected to do, thereby gaining capture of relevance and tolerance to inconsis-
tency, which is what an IR system is supposed to need. Second, selective
closed-world reasoning is supported, an important inference mechanism for IR,
as it captures the proper way of handling knowledge about document structure
and profile. As such, the logic defined so far can be seen as an adjustment of a
brand of mathematical logics toward the task of IR.

1.5 MODELLING UNCERTAINTY

In real situations, in retrieval is not a yes-no question: the representations of
documents and queries which the system (and the logic) have access to are
inherently imperfect, and the relevance of a document to a query can thus
be established only up to a limited degree of certainty. For this reason, we
introduce fuzzy assertions.

Fuzzy assertions take inspiration from Zadeh’s work on fuzzy sets [Zadeh,
1965]. A fuzzy set A with respect to a set X is characterized by a membership
function µA : X → [0, 1], assigning an A-membership degree, µA(x), to each
element x in X. This membership degree gives us an estimation of the belonging
of x to A. Typically, if µA(x) = 1 then x definitely belongs to A, while µA(x) =
0.8 means that x is “likely” to be an element of A. Moreover, according to
Zadeh, the membership function has to satisfy three well-known restrictions,
for all x ∈ X and for all fuzzy sets A, B with respect to X:

µA∩B(x) = min{µA(x), µB(x)},
µA∪B(x) = max{µA(x), µB(x)}, and

µA(x) = 1 − µA(x),

where A is the complement of A in X. Other membership functions have been
proposed, but it is not our aim to investigate them here (the interested reader
can consult e.g. [Dubois and Prade, 1980]).

When we switch to logic, and to DLs in particular, we have terms rather
than sets and speak about degrees of truth instead of membership degrees. For
instance, the assertion that individual a is an instance of concept C, formally
written as C[a], may have as a degree of truth any real number in between 0
and 1: if the degree of truth of C[a] is 1, then a is definitely an instance of C,
while if the degree of truth of C[a] is 0.8 then a is likely to be an instance of
C. Similarly for role assertions. Hence, in a fuzzy DL, terms become imprecise
(or vague.) As a consequence, given a query concept Q, the retrieval process
produces a ranking of individuals: the rank of a, for each individual a, is the



degree of truth of Q[a], and will be interpreted as the degree of relevance of
the document identified by a to the query Q.

The choice of fuzzy set theory as a way of endowing a DL with the capa-
bility to deal with uncertainty is not uncommon [Heinsohn, 1994, Hollunder,
1994, Jäger, 1994, Sebastiani, 1994] and can be motivated both from the syn-
tactical and the semantical point of view. ¿From a semantical point of view,
fuzzy logics capture the notion of vague concept, that is a concept that is in-
trinsically imprecise and for which a clear and precise definition is not possible.
For instance, “hot” and “tall” are vague concepts. The key fact about vague
concepts is that while they are not well defined, assertions involving them may
be quite well defined. For instance, the boundaries of the Mount Everest are
ill-defined, whereas the assertion stating that the Mount Everest is the highest
mountain of the world is clearly definite, and its definiteness is not compromised
by the ill-definiteness of the exact boundaries of the mountain. It is easy to see
that fuzzy assertions play a key role in content descriptions of documents.

¿From a proof theoretical point of view, there exist well-known techniques
for reasoning in fuzzy logics (see e.g. [Chen and Kundu, 1996, Ishizuka and
Kanai, 1985, Lee, 1972]). This is not the case for alternative logics, such as, for
instance, probabilistic logics [Heinsohn, 1994, Jäger, 1994, Sebastiani, 1994].
In particular, [Halpern, 1990] shows that probabilistic reasoning is computa-
tionally more difficult than non-probabilistic reasoning, and in most cases a
complete axiomatization is missing.

Fuzzy logic is not appropriate to deal with uncertain assertions, that is
assertions which are only true or false, but, due to the lack of precision of the
available information, one can only estimate to what extent it is possible or
necessary that they are true. For instance, “line”, and “polygon” are precise
concepts, but due to the lack of precision of the available information we may
only be able to estimate to what degree a certain object in an image is e.g.
a polygon. The logics dealing with this kind of uncertainty have been called
Possibilistic Logics [Dubois and Prade, 1986]. Possibilistic DLs are discussed
in [Hollunder, 1994].

The combination of possibilistic and fuzzy logic would lead to the treatment
of uncertain fuzzy assertions, i.e. fuzzy assertions for which the available refer-
ence information is not precise. While this combination is possible, and maybe
even desirable for IR purposes, our model only provides fuzzy assertions. A DL
allowing uncertain fuzzy assertions can be obtained by combining the approach
in [Hollunder, 1994] with Mirlog.

For a better readability, we will first give syntax and 2-valued semantics of
Mirlog with no closures. This step is rather straightforward as we will use
the most popular and classic version of fuzzy logic based on the min−max
functions introduced by Zadeh. In particular, our logic is a DL version of the
formal framework described in [Chen and Kundu, 1996, Ishizuka and Kanai,
1985, Lee, 1972, Yager, 1995]. In two successive steps, we extend the resulting
logic to the 4-valued semantics and to closures.



1.5.1 Syntax and 2-valued fuzzy semantics

A fuzzy assertion is an expression of type 〈α ≥ n〉 or of type 〈α > n〉, where α is
an assertional formula or a definition (as defined in Section 1.2) and n ∈ [0, 1].
We will confine ourselves with the former kind of assertions, as the extension
to the latter is trivial. The intended meaning of e.g. 〈α ≥ n〉 is “the degree of
truth of α is at least n”.

Formally, an interpretation is a triple I = (∆I , (·)I , | · |I), where: ∆I , the
domain of I, is a non-empty set; (·)I , the interpretation function of I, maps
each fuzzy assertion into {t, f}; | · |I , the fuzzy valuation, maps each concept
into a function from ∆I into [0, 1], and each role into a function from ∆I ×∆I

into [0, 1] (for a concept C, |C|I can be seen as the membership degree function
of C); such that:

|�|I(d) = 1
| ⊥ |I(d) = 0

|C1 � C2|I(d) = min{|C1|I(d), |C2|I(d)}
|C1 � C2|I(d) = max{|C1|I(d), |C2|I(d)}

|¬C|I(d) = 1 − |C|I(d)
|∀R.C|I(d) = mind′∈∆I{max{1 − |R|I(d, d′), |C|I(d′)}}
|∃R.C|I(d) = maxd′∈∆I{min{|R|I(d, d′), |C|I(d′)}}

〈C[a] ≥ n〉I = t iff |C|I(aI) ≥ n

〈R[a, b] ≥ n〉I = t iff |R|I(aI , bI) ≥ n

〈C1 � C2 ≥ n〉I = t iff mind∈∆I{|¬C1 � C2|I(d)} ≥ n.

As far as the constraints on the fuzzy valuation, they are standard for conjunc-
tion, disjunction, and negation. The constraint on universal quantification is
the result of viewing ∀R.C as the open first order formula ∀y(R(x, y) ⇒ C(y))
or, equivalently, as ∀y(¬R(x, y) ∨ C(y)). Now, in classical logic a formula like
∀xA is interpreted as a conjunction over the elements of the domain of the
interpretation. Then, the derivation of the constraint for ∀R.C is just a mat-
ter of applying the constraints defined for �, � and ¬ to the classical view of
universal quantification. As a quality assessment of the resulting constraint,
observe that the semantics of the ∀ operator is such that |∀R.C|I(d) ≥ n iff
for all d′ ∈ ∆I if |R|I(d, d′) > 1 − n) then |C|I(d′) ≥ n. Analogously, ∃R.C is
viewed as ∃y(R(x, y) ∧ C(y)), and ∃yA as disjunction over the elements in the
domain of the interpretation.

As far as the interpretation function is concerned, the semantics of the as-
sertion 〈C1 � C2 ≥ n〉 is a consequence of viewing the definition C1 � C2 as
the implication ∀x(C1(x) ⇒ C2(x)).

Fuzzy satisfiability, fuzzy equivalence and fuzzy entailment are defined as
natural extensions of the corresponding non-fuzzy notions. In particular, a
fuzzy interpretation I satisfies (is a model of) a fuzzy assertion 〈α ≥ n〉 iff
〈α ≥ n〉I = t. I satisfies (is a model of ) a set of fuzzy assertions (a fuzzy KB)
Σ iff it satisfies all assertions in Σ.

A fuzzy KB Σ entails a fuzzy assertion 〈α ≥ n〉 (written Σ |=f 〈α ≥ n〉) iff
all models of Σ satisfy 〈α ≥ n〉. Given a fuzzy KB Σ and a crisp (i.e. non-



fuzzy) assertion α, we define the maximal degree of truth of α with respect to
Σ (written Maxdeg(Σ, α)) to be the maximal n ≥ 0 such that Σ |=f 〈α ≥ n〉.

A very important property of the semantics defined so far is stated by the
following proposition, which is a straightforward application of Lee’s work [Lee,
1972] to the DL case.

Proposition 7 Let Σ be a set of fuzzy assertions of type 〈α ≥ n〉, where n >
0.5. Let Σ be {α : 〈α ≥ n〉 ∈ Σ}. Then there is an m > 0.5 such that Σ |=f

〈β ≥ m〉 iff Σ |= β.

It can be verified that the above proposition does not hold if some n appear-
ing in Σ is smaller than or equal to 0.5. For instance,

{〈A[a] ≥ 0.3〉, 〈(¬A � B)[a] ≥ 0.6〉}  |=f 〈B[a] ≥ n〉
for all n > 0, whereas

{A[a], (¬A � B)[a]} |= B[a].

In the following we will assume that the values n occurring in a Mirlog KB
are greater than 0.5. This is not a limitation as each value n can be normalized
by means of the formula n := n+1

2 .

1.5.2 Relevance fuzzy semantics

Consistently with our approach of distinguishing explicit from implicit false-
hood (e.g. distinguishing f ∈ CI(aI) from t  ∈ CI(aI)), the relevance, 4-valued
semantics of Mirlog is based on two fuzzy valuations: | · |+I and | · |−I . |C|+I (aI)
will be interpreted as the degree of truth of C[a], whereas |C|−I (aI) will anal-
ogously be interpreted as the degree of falsity of C[a]. As we have seen, in
classical “2-valued” fuzzy systems: | · |−I = 1 − | · |+I . In the 4-valued case,
instead, we may well have |C|+I (d) = 0.6 and |C|−I (d) = 0.8. This is a natural
consequence of our 4-valued approach.

Formally, a 4-valued interpretation is a 4-tuple I = (∆I , (·)I , | · |+I , | · |−I ),
where: ∆I , the domain of I, is a non-empty set; (·)I , the interpretation function
of I, maps each fuzzy assertion into {t, f}; | · |+I , the positive fuzzy valuation,
maps each concept into a function from ∆I into [0, 1], and each role into a
function from ∆I ×∆I into [0, 1]; and | · |−I , the negative fuzzy valuation, maps
each concept into a function from ∆I into [0, 1], and each role into a function
from ∆I × ∆I into [0, 1]; such that:

|�|+I (d) = | ⊥ |−I (d) = 1
| ⊥ |+I (d) = |�|−I (d) = 0

|C1 � C2|+I (d) = min{|C1|+I (d), |C2|+I (d)}
|C1 � C2|−I (d) = max{|C1|+I (d), |C2|+I (d)}
|C1 � C2|+I (d) = max{|C1|+I (d), |C2|+I (d)}
|C1 � C2|−I (d) = min{|C1|+I (d), |C2|+I (d)}

|¬C|+I (d) = |C|−I (d)
|¬C|−I (d) = |C|+I (d)

|∀R.C|+I (d) = mind′∈∆I{max{1 − |R|+I (d, d′), |C|+I (d′)}}



|∀R.C|−I (d) = maxd′∈∆I{min{|R|+I (d, d′), |C|−I (d′)}}
|∃R.C|+I (d) = maxd′∈∆I{min{|R|+I (d, d′), |C|+I (d′)}}
|∃R.C|−I (d) = mind′∈∆I{max{1 − |R|+I (d, d′), |C|−I (d′)}}

t ∈ 〈C[a] ≥ n〉I iff |C|+I (aI) ≥ n

f ∈ 〈C[a] ≥ n〉I iff |C|−I (aI) ≥ n

t ∈ 〈R[a, b] ≥ n〉I iff |R|I(aI , bI) ≥ n

f ∈ 〈R[a, b] ≥ n〉I iff |R|−I (aI , bI) ≥ n

t ∈ 〈C1 � C2 ≥ n〉I iff mind∈∆I{max{1 − |C1|+I (d), |C2|+I (d)}} ≥ n

f ∈ 〈C1 � C2 ≥ n〉I iff maxd∈∆I{min{|C1|+I (d), |C2|−I (d)}} ≥ n.

The semantics for the ∀ and ∃ operators are such that |∀R.C|+I = |∃R.¬C|−I and
|∃R.C|+I = |∀R.¬C|−I . Moreover, the semantics reflects the definition of the 2-
valued case. Hence, we allow modus ponens on roles. A similar argument holds
for 〈C1 � C2 ≥ n〉. For brevity, we do not state the notions of satisfaction and
4-valued entailment (|=f

4 ); they are the obvious translation of the corresponding
notions introduced in the previous section.

As an example, let us consider a KB about two images i and j whose content
is described by means of the following assertions and (background) definitions:

〈About[i, a] ≥ 0.8〉, 〈DonGiovanni[a] ≥ 1〉,
〈About[j, b] ≥ 0.7〉, 〈WestSideStory[b] ≥ 1〉

〈DonGiovanni � EuropeanOpera ≥ 1〉,
〈WestSideStory � AmericanOpera ≥ 1〉,

〈EuropeanOpera � Opera � (∃ConductedBy.European) ≥ 0.9〉,
〈AmericanOpera � Opera � (∃ConductedBy.European) ≥ 0.8〉.

Suppose a user is interested in retrieving those images that are about an opera
conducted by a European director, described by the query:

∃About.(Opera � ∃ConductedBy.European)

It can be verified that the maximal degree of truth attributed to i is 0.8,
whereas that of j is 0.7.

Analogously to the 2-valued case, the following Proposition holds. It allows
to import in the present context, the properties of 4-valued semantics discussed
in Section 1.3.

Proposition 8 Let Σ be a set of fuzzy assertions of type 〈α ≥ n〉, where n >

0.5. Let Σ be {α : 〈α ≥ n〉 ∈ Σ}. Then there is a m > 0.5 such that Σ |=f
4

〈β ≥ m〉 iff Σ |=4 β.

1.5.3 Extension to closures

The treatment of closures is straightforward. Satisfiability of closures is defined
on the basis of fuzzy epistemic interpretations, that is pairs 〈I,W〉, where I



is a fuzzy interpretation and W is a set of fuzzy interpretations defined on the
same domain ∆ and mapping, as for the crisp case, the same individuals to the
same objects.

Definition 6 An epistemic interpretation 〈I,W〉 satisfies a primitive closure
CL(a) if and only if the following conditions hold for all n ≥ 0:

1. for every primitive concept symbol A, |A|+I (γ(a)) ≥ n iff |A|+J (γ(a)) ≥ n
for all J ∈ W;

2. for every primitive concept symbol A, |A|−I (γ(a)) ≥ n iff |A|+J (γ(a)) < n
for some J ∈ W;

3. for every primitive role symbol P and parameter p ∈ ∆, |P |+I (γ(a), p) ≥ n
iff |P |+J (γ(a), p) ≥ n for all J ∈ W;

4. for every primitive role symbol P and parameter p ∈ ∆, |P |−I (γ(a), p) ≥ n
iff |P |+J (γ(a), p) < n for some J ∈ W.

A fuzzy epistemic interpretation satisfies (is a model of) a set of closures if
and only if it satisfies each closure in the set.

Finally, satisfiability of a fuzzy KB 〈Σ,Ω〉 and fuzzy c-entailment (|=cf
4 ) are

defined as for the crisp case. It is easy to verify that, for any model I of a KB
〈Σ,Ω〉 and closed individual a, γ(a) is such that |A|+I (γ(a)) ≥ n just in case
〈A[a] ≥ n〉 is entailed by Σ, in symbols Σ |=f

4 〈A[a] ≥ n〉.
It follows that fuzzy c-entailment exhibits similar properties to those of crisp

c-entailment. For instance, the fuzzy version of Proposition 2 is as follows:

Proposition 9 Let 〈Σ,Ω〉 be a KB, CL(a)∈ Ω. Then

1. either 〈Σ,Ω〉 |=cf
4 〈C[a] ≥ n〉 or 〈Σ,Ω〉 |=cf

4 〈¬C[a] ≥ n〉, for any quanti-
fier free C;

2. if 〈Σ,Ω〉 is completely closed, then either 〈Σ,Ω〉 |=cf
4 〈C[a] ≥ n〉 or

〈Σ,Ω〉 |=cf
4 〈¬C[a] ≥ n〉, for any C.

1.6 REASONING IN Mirlog

The decision problems considered important in 2-valued DLs, notably the in-
stance checking and subsumption problem, can be reduced to the KB satisfia-
bility problem. In fact, it is easily verified that:

C � D iff {C(a)} |= D(a) for any a not occurring in C � D, and
Σ |= C(a) iff Σ ∪ {(¬C)(a)} is not satisfiable (1.12)

There exists a well known sound and complete algorithm based on constraint
propagation [Schmidt-Schauß and Smolka, 1991], which is essentially an an-
alytic tableaux-based decision procedure, for deciding KB satisfiability. This



proof method has also allowed the derivation of many complexity results con-
cerning 2-valued DLs (see e.g. [Buchheit et al., 1993, Donini et al., 1991])10.

If we switch to a 4-valued setting, we need an alternative proof procedure as
relation (1.12) no longer holds. There exists a well known subsumption testing
procedure, which is a DL adaption of Levesque’s algorithm [Levesque, 1984] for
entailment [Borgida and Patel-Schneider, 1994, Patel-Schneider, 1986, Patel-
Schneider, 1989]. The algorithm performs structural subsumption in a efficient
way, but it does not work within our semantics and would be rather difficult
to adapt to a DL with an even slightly different set of term-forming operators.

For these reasons, we have developed a sequent calculus-based proof proce-
dure for instance checking that solves the subsumption problem too [Meghini
and Straccia, 1996b]. With a minor modification, this calculus can be used to
test subsumption in 2-valued semantics, in which case it shows the same perfor-
mance as the above mentioned structural subsumption algorithm. Moreover,
the method is easily adaptable to the different DLs described in the literature.
For space reason, we do not present this proof procedure here, the interested
reader may refer to [Meghini and Straccia, 1996a].

On the basis of this method, it has been proven [Straccia, 1997] that decid-
ing entailment (|=4) for a language with closures but without definitions is a
PSPACE-complete problem, while the same problem becomes EXPTIME-hard
when definitions are considered.

Recently, it has been shown that analytic tableaux methods for 2-valued DLs
are quite inefficient, as the length of the proof of a formula may be exponential
in the length of the formula rather than in the number of different letters
occurring in it [Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 1996b, Giunchiglia and Sebastiani,
1996a]. In fact, consider the formula:

α = (A ∨ B) ∧ (∼ A ∨ B) ∧ (∼ A ∨ ∼ B).

α has 2 different letters, which means that it has 4 possible 2-valued inter-
pretations. As a consequence, a semantic based decision procedure like the
Davis-Longemann-Loveland [Davis et al., 1962], can test its satisfiability after
enumerating at most 4 interpretations. On the other hand, an analytic tableaux
calculus [Fitting, 1990] using the two rules:

∧-rule
A, B

A ∧ B
∨-rule

A B
A ∨ B

(1.13)

generates a proof tree with O(23) leafs, as shown in Figure 1.3. Essentially,
each path from a leaf to the root of the tree is an attempt to build a model
of the formula α. The paths marked with a × are failed attempts, as they
contain both a propositional letter and its negation. Each path marked with a
wi represents a model of the formula: in Figure 1.3 there are two such paths,
marked w1 and w2, sanctioning the satisfiability of α.

In deciding the satisfiability of a formula, an analytic tableaux method per-
forms syntactic branching, that is, a branching guided by the syntactic structure



α
✘✘✘✘✘✘✘✘✘✘


A

✟✟✟✟✟

❍❍❍❍❍

B
∗

✟✟✟✟✟

❍❍❍❍❍
∼ A B

�
��

❅
❅❅

∼ A
�

��
❅

❅❅

B
�

��
❅

❅❅
×

∼ A ∼ B ∼ A ∼ B ∼ A ∼ B
× × × ×w1 w2

Figure 1.3 Tableaux for α = (A ∨ B) ∧ (∼ A ∨ B) ∧ (∼ A ∨ ∼ B).

of the formula under consideration. As discussed in [D’Agostino and Mon-
dadori, 1994], any application of the ∨− rule may generate two subtrees which
are not mutually inconsistent, that is two subtrees which may share models.
This is the case of the subtrees generated from the node marked with a ∗ in
Figure 1.3, which both generate the only model of α, given by {∼ A, B}. So, the
set of interpretations enumerated by analytic tableaux procedures are intrin-
sically redundant. As a consequence, the number of interpretations generated
grows exponentially with the number of disjunctions occurring in the formula
to be proven, although the number of different interpretations is much smaller.
This redundancy is a source of inefficiency. Unfortunately, this inefficiency
carries over our sequent calculus, which is just a generalization of the analytic
tableaux calculus for DLs. In order to solve this problem, semantic-based meth-
ods have been proposed for 2-valued DLs [Giunchiglia and Sebastiani, 1996b],
inspired by a calculus, named KE [D’Agostino and Mondadori, 1994], that
does not exhibit the over-generation problem discussed above.

1.7 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a description logic tailored on the requirements of infor-
mation retrieval modelling. In particular, the logic is based on relevance se-
mantics and allows a form of non-monotonic reasoning. It has been argued at
length how these features match with the task of information retrieval, thus
providing ground for their inclusion in Mirlog. The computational aspects
of Mirlog have been also discussed, even though for reasons of space, we
could not present the sequent calculus that we have developed for reasoning on
Mirlog knowledge bases.

The driving motivation of our work has been the realization of a model
of information retrieval that goes beyond the still prevailing keyword-based
approach. Mirlog makes a first, albeit necessary and non-trivial, step towards
this end, proposing itself as a tool for the modelling of retrieval. In order
to reach the final goal, another step is needed, that is the development of



specific retrieval models, in which Mirlog is used as representation medium.
This means to identify specific categories of assertions through which specific
categories of documents are to be represented, as well as ways of capturing
medium-dependent kinds of retrieval, such as similarity-based image retrieval.
A model of this kind is proposed in [Meghini et al., 1997].

In an application development perspective, a Mirlog based model is to be
seen as a requirement collection and verification tool, enabling the designer
of an information retrieval application to rapidly develop a specification of
the application and to execute such specification to test its adequacy to the
user desires. The passage from the specification to a running system requires,
at present, substantial engineering. This is the price that must be payed for a
sophisticated information retrieval capability, going well beyond that of current
products. The dramatic increases of hardware and software technology as well
as the efforts currently invested in the engineering of DL theorem provers, make
it not unrealistic to foresee a future in which the above mentioned passage will
be of the same complexity as that currently needed for develeping an application
starting from a standard requirement collection language, such as LOTOS.

Notes

1. According to the naming conventions adopted in the Description Logic community,
the name of our logic should be something like “ALCc

4”. However, partly because of the
awkwardness of the candidate official name, partly to emphasize the context in which the
logic has been developed (MIR here stands for Multimedia Information Retrieval), we prefer
to call the logic “Mirlog”.

2. We follow the “FOL-like” syntax of DLs, e.g. writing Paper � ∀Author.Italian in
place of the expression (and Paper (forall Author Italian)) encoded in the “Lisp-like”
syntax of [Meghini et al., 1993]. Also, we use the now standard name “Description logics”
instead of the name “Terminological logics” used in [Meghini et al., 1993].

3. The DL we had employed in [Meghini et al., 1993, Sebastiani, 1994], called Mirtl,
embodied a different choice of operators than ALC. The reason why we have now opted for a
slight extension of ALC is twofold: First, in a recent study [Buongarzoni et al., 1995] we have
found that Mirtl has bad computational properties. Second, ALC is universally considered
the “standard” description logic (as much as K is considered the “standard” modal logic)
and is therefore regarded as the most convenient testbed for carrying out logical extensions
and, in general, logical work of an experimental nature.

4. We adopt this notation in place of the equivalent but more widely used one that has
the interpretation of a concept as a subset of the domain ∆I , because it prepares the ground
for the 4-valued semantics of Mirlog, to be introduced in the next section.

5. Assertional formulae are not offered by DLs, including, of course, ALC.

6. Although we focus on a 4-valued variant of a specific DL, all our considerations on
4-valued semantics can be applied to other DLs.

7. For the motivations underlying this choice, see the discussion on t-entailment in [Patel-
Schneider, 1986].

8. Quotes remark that these words should be understood in their 2-valued reading.

9. A universal theory is a set of formulae whose prenex normal form does not contain
existential quantifiers. The Mirlog KB {∃R1.(∀R2.C)[a]} is equivalent to the FOL theory
{∃x∃y.(R1(a, x) ∧ R2(x, y) ∧ C(y))}, which is in prenex normal form but is not universal.

10.An exhaustive list of results can be found in http://www.dl.kr.org/dl.
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